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Preface
With the rapid and continuous development of economics since the new century, a 
number of significant projects with high challenge, high strength and long period have 
been developed and constructed. The problems conquered and achievements made 
during these projects construction have greatly promote the research and development 
of civil engineering disciplines, taking structural computation and geotechnical 
mechanics as examples. Meanwhile, many new situations and issues have been put 
forward.
In order to strengthen academic exchanges and cooperation both at home and 
abroad, promote subject intersection and integration, enhance the integration between 
subjects and professions, and foster the development of theories and practices on 
structural computation and geotechnical engineering in China, “2012 International 
Conference on Structural Computation and Geotechnical Mechanics” (SCGM2012), 
sponsored by Society of Beijing Agricultural Engineering, and organized by Yunnan 
Agricultural University will be held on March 24-25, 2012, Kunming, Yunnan province. 
The conference provides a high level exchange platform for experts, professors, 
scholars and engineers from colleges and universities, scientific research institutions, 
enterprises and public utilities at home and abroad. Welcome all academicians’ 
contribution and presentation to the conference.  
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Society of Beijing Agricultural Engineering 
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College of Water Conservancy & Civil Engineering, China Agricultural University 
Section one on Land and Water Engineering of CIGR 
Center for Agricultural Water Research in China 
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Yunnan Agricultural University 
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